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PRESIDENTS REPORT
Hello again this is your roving president reporting from South Australia. I must say it is great to see
that Queenslanders make up 40% of the field in the last round of the ARC.
Jimna has finally had the rally gods shine on it and had fine weather. While it was a new concept, it
seemed to be warmly accepted. If you have any feed back on the event please contact Greg Bryant
or myself, we tried something new and would like to improve on it. A great plus for Jimna is that it
saw the introduction of prizes for officials. This was made possible by WOW Sight and Sound coming
on board to sponsor the club for three events, we must thank Tim Charalumbous for his efforts in
making this happen and if we work hard enough they might see the value in what they have done.
Please if you buy anything that they sell give them the opportunity to supply it and give a copy of
the docket to the club and we can prove that our community gives back to those that give to us. From
the event side Greg and his team did an exceptional job even though they did struggle for officials.
Still to come this year we have KCF3, the Gundy 400 off road, Cooloola and Gallangowan. I will be
Clerk of Course for KCF3, Craig Porter for Gundy, Graham Hutchinson for Cooloola and a new team
is being put together for Gallangowan. Please if you can help any of these events contact the club.
I had young Ryan Smart with me on the way to SA and he has offered to help with KCF3 and he has
some great ideas.
The Christmas party this year will be at Fred and Judy Van Tuinen's house, they have graciously volunteered. A date will be set very soon.
At the last board meeting we discussed how we can involve our officials more in the club, there were
a lot of good ideas that I am sure you will here more about soon but if you have any ideas or would
like to be involved in helping us do this please contact me. The forum on our website is starting to be
used more, we currently have a great discussion going on about trying to get rally on Bris 31 so if you
want to be involved get on the Web.
Well I will sign off now, until next time play nicely in the forest and have a great time doing it.
Simon Knowles.

Welcome to New Members
Brad Pankhurst
Steve Shaw
Marko Jonjic
Duncan Bradshaw
Edward Martin
Sarah Reid
Matthew Mingin
Elliott Burgoyne
Marty Beckton
Old member back form 1997 Lynnford Stephenson.

Philcomm
Rally Jimna
2009

Photo credit Jen Reynolds
email: gremli9@hotmail.com

Individual Practice Days
Every Competitor is aware that the sport of rallying is not cheap and that we all compete to budgets that we can afford to do so with. One of the hardest things to do and to do it cost effectively is
practice. Now I understand that people struggle to get time to or simply don’t have cars ready for
anything other than the events themselves and that’s the nature of rallying. However for those
competitors that do have the weekends free and the cars prepared fast enough I am sure getting
out and doing some practice, whether it be at the autocross track at Willowbank or at Pat Kennedy’s in Jimna, is always fun and beneficial.
When I started rallying in my Gemini 5 years ago I would request that the BSCC send out an email
to the club members informing them that I was planning on having a practice day at such and
such venue and stipulate a day/weekend. The reason why I did this was to share the costs
around as well as try to get anyone else who perhaps was not aware that practice is possible to
come along. Basically I would use the members of the club as a database to try and organise a
practice day. In the last year or so where rain has disrupted a lot of events I am sure there are
people out there having their own practice days and getting some more time behind the wheel. All
I am saying is that if you are planning on having some sort of practice and you don’t mind sharing
the day/costs with other competitors then you can contact the BSCC to let other members know.
As individuals the sport is very expensive to practice but as a group of competitors it can become
a lot more affordable and doable. The club is here for everyone to use and be apart of, so why
not use it for what it was intended. Not every member is going to want to come but when I first
started rallying the emails that the club sent on my behalf were extremely helpful in organising any
practice days.
The forums are also a good place to let members know what you are up to as well and can be a
good starting point for gauging interest in any practice days. The club is here to benefit all its
members and this is just one way it can do so. This little article was written more so to make
members aware of these sort of things as sometimes it easy to over look the obvious. When I first
started I saw a couple of emails and threads on the forums for practice days but these days they
just don’t seem to pop up and that is the only motivation for this article.
Cheers
Erik Johnsson
_____________________________________________________________________________

Upcoming Events
19 /09/ 2009
3/10/2009
17/10/2009
31/10/2009
28/11/2009

KCF ShortCourse Round 3 Jimna
Queensland Challenge Touring Road Event
Australian OffRoad Championship Goondiwindi
Cooloola QRC
Gallangowan QRC

THE HUMAN FACE OF RALLYING
I thought that I would give the Club Members some interesting, behind the scenes
stories, where I have been involved with people in Rallying. These incidents never
feature in reports on Rallying.
1. A few years ago I was working at Rally Australia. I was looking after the 10 Minute Zone at
Parc Ferme at the beginning of the Day. Two Argentenian Competitors came in to say that they had been
excluded from the Rally. Their words were “We drive the car but we do not prepare it” They were very
upset. I asked them would they like a cup of coffee which they accepted. Then I arranged for a CRO to
come over and talk to them.
2. Another time at Rally Australia I was once again working in the Service Park. One of the
Competitors was a Japanese Driver who told me that he had cancer and the one thing he wanted to do was
to drive in a Round of the World Rally Championship. I spoke to him a few times.[ He liked my lollies.] He
seemed to be very happy to be part of the Event. He thought the Rally Australia Officials were very nice
people . He did not appear to let the fact that he had cancer upset him at all. He finished the Rally even
though he was not the quickest. It was probably his last Rally.
3.Another year a Japanese TAFE College entered the event. There would have been 30 TAFE
Students in the Service Crew. They all had immaculate white overalls. When the car was out on the stages
they practiced servicing an imaginary vehicle. They cleaned non existent winscreens, changed non existent
tyres , cleaned the imaginary car . When their car came in they were the slickest Service Crew doing everything that they had rehearsed earlier. When the car left the Service they all bowed to the driver and codriver.
4. Another incident in which I was not directly involved concerned a Shiek from the Middle East.
He always seemed to be surrounded by very well dressed people who must have been his Body Guards.
{When did you last see about eight men in suits carrying guns at a Rally?] On one Special Stage he was stuck
for about half an hour in loose dust on a corner. He eventually got going. Then in order to make the next
Control on time he drove up the Highway about 190km. The Police could not catch him and organized a
Road Block further up the road. He was arrested
for dangerous driving. He was fined by the Rally Organizers and was told to appear in Court because of his
dangerous driving charge. Of course he and his entourage left Perth and they flew out of Australia. As far as
I know he has never rallied in Australia since. The Western Australian Police have not forgotten the incident. Will he come back to Repco Rally Australia as it is in the Eastern States of Australia.
Helen Best

Fullerton Financial Services dominates KCF Round 2
Fullerton Financial Services entered 3 cars in the 28 car field for the second round of the KCF Rallysport Short Course championship, and came away with a fantastic result and trophies for all 3 cars.
Ryan Smart, with Nikki Doyle taking the place of an absent Rebecca Smart, won the event comfortably in his Mitsubishi Evo 6 winning all 6 stages to finish 1 minute 9 seconds in front of Matt van
Tuinen and Alan Stean in their Subaru WRX. In the process they won the P5 class.
Third outright was Bruce Fullerton and Hugh Reardon-Smith in Bruce’s Evo 6 after an 8 month absence from rallying due to work commitments and rained off events. “It was great to get back into
the car and into the groove so quickly” said Bruce.
Difficult conditions with rain falling intermittently through the day made the second run through the
stages particularly tricky, and it was a great effort by the 3rd Fullerton Financial Services entered car
of Chris Harbeck and John Blake to finish 15th outright and win the classic class in their Toyota
Celica.
The Fullerton Financial Services cars came away with 1st, 3rd and 2 class wins – a great result.
Mention must be also be made of the 4th place getter, Cameron Sluce and Nathan Long, pushing
their Subaru RS up the field to just pip Simon and Margot Knowles in the Evo 6. Four wheel drive
cars took out the first 8 places.
Thanks to the organisers and officials who had to work through the inclement weather to put on an
event with great camaraderie and challenging stages. And thanks to the service crew of Richard and
Tim Harris and Ray Smart, who covered both Fullerton Financial Services Evo 6’s throughout the
day.
Results
1. Ryan Smart / Nikki Doyle

Evo 6

36.45

2. Matt van Tuinen / Alan Stean

WRX

37.54

3. Bruce Fullerton / Hugh Reardon-Smith

Evo 6

39.25

4. Cameron Sluce / Nathan Long

Impreza RS

40.18

5. Simon Knowles / Margot Knowles

Evo 6

40.25

6. Ross Cox / Barrie Burr

VR4

40.41

7. Matthew Linning / Craig Morrison

WRX

42.12

8. Stephen Tonna / Lorelle Tonna

Evo 5

42.18

9. Craig Newell / Linda Newell

Civic

43.14

10. Dan Gibson / Tony Best

Lancer

43.26

Rally Jimna 2009

Clerk of Course Presentation

Welcome everyone to the presentation of prizes and awards for Philcomm Rally Jimna 2009.
To me it was very satisfying waking up on Saturday morning to clear skies and a heavy covering of ice
over the cars. It made for a pleasant change from the Saturday in April when we had to postpone the
event.
As Clerk of Course for the event, I would firstly like to thank Fred Van Tuinen of Philcomm Pty Ltd for
sponsoring the event. Without Fred’s sponsorship and ongoing commitment to rallying in Queensland and
beyond, this event would not have been possible. Once again, the event’s communications system maintained by Philcomm was faultless over the weekend – making the job of controlling the event from rally
base so much easier. Unfortunately Fred was on business in Melbourne today and is due to fly back in at
8pm so hopefully he will be able to join us a bit later in the evening.
I would also like to thank the board of BSCC for having faith in me and my team being able to organise an
event of this magnitude. For the same reason I would like to thank every competing crew member and
their support staff.
From a personal perspective, I thought the event went very smoothly - in no small part to the huge efforts of each and every official who made do in exceptional circumstances with the limited manpower resources available to the organisers.
Just an example of the commitment to the event was from Rob Bishop and the O'Dell family. Unfortunately, Rob wasn't allowed to start the event, so at the last minute it was decided that a very unwell looking Jo was going to take his place, only for the centre diff to blow up during recce. But instead of packing
up, the crew stayed to assist and do road closure marshalling on both days, even though the team had
urgent family commitments. I can't thank them enough.
Special mention should also be made of David Martin, who I’m sure you all know. You may not know that
during setup of the Telecoast stage on Saturday afternoon, David’s vehicle’s handbrake failed, and the car
eventually came to rest on its roof about 120 m down a very steep hill. But rather than extricating his car,
he was there as stage commander of the Philcomm stage on Saturday and backed up as stage commander
on Sunday. But Dave’s commitment to this event goes much further than that – he joined me for at least
2 trips into the forest to help with road searches and road clearing, and for both this event and the postponed event he helped with sorting the gear the weekend before the event.
I’d also like to make special mention of the efforts of others who have assisted: Glynis Saunders, Alan
Brown, Helen and Tony Best for their work organising the satchels and adding the many pages of corrections to the roadbooks; Dave Nash and Sally for doing their job of 00 amidst their personal upheavals;
Brendon Becker, Andy McGraa and Neil Michel for their work on the course preparation; the Subaru
Club team for their work on road searches and road clearing; the Bassingthwaighte family for allowing us
the use of parts of their property for what became lightheartedly known as the liaison through Upper
Mongolia; Jeff and the team from FPQ and the Jimna Sporting Club for their unending support. And on the
days of the event the exceptional work of Robbie Thompson in Set-Up, Greg Sewell and Matt Harrison in
000, Tony Howard for being my go-to man, Del Garbett as CRO, Belinda Howard in communications
who ran the event exceptionally well given that it was her first in control of the radio network, and Bren-

We can act as a company’s computer support
department or just come in as required to complete
individual projects or fix a current issue.

We have extensive Internet connection/sharing
experience for business and home users.

We can supply a wide range of products with fast
delivery and reasonable prices. We specialise in Hewlett
Packard Servers and PC’s, IBM Servers and PC’s,
Various brands of portable computers, HP Printers,
Scanners, networking equipment as well as VoIP
Technology (Telephone services over the Internet). We
have installed many secure wireless networks to allow
customers freedom in the homes and workplaces rather
than being tied to one place in the office or home.

NEI Technology has been operating for 6 years in
Brisbane. Ian McDonnell is the Director and has worked
in the Queensland IT Industry since August 1991 and
has dealt with large corporate to small home businesses.
We have an experienced team in Computer hardware
and software as well as extensive experience in Web
Design and custom Programming (either Web based
applications or PC/Server Programmes).




 

A fantastic laptop for the off road
community is the ASUS eee PC.

 




 





Please contact Ian McDonnell on 0419 740 600 to discuss any IT
requirements.

We pride ourselves in listening to our client’s requirements and
providing the services and hardware to match their individual
requirements. We would love to see how we can help you.
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This laptop is small and light enough to have handy for
programming/storing data when on the road. With a wireless
connection through Optus/Telstra/3/Vodafone you could be checking
results in the middle of nowhere with ease.
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Co-Pilot Rally Watch
The Co-Pilot Rally Watch is specifically designed for rally co-drivers and is
used by the world’s leading co-drivers including Daniel Elena and Phil Mills.
This unique watch, which shows both time of day and a stopwatch
simultaneously, has been designed by co-drivers with a host of functions
dedicated to rally use, while remaining very easy to use. The watch can
store up to 30 stage times, has a large, clear display, and can be set to a
choice of pre-start functions which allow the co-driver to start the stopwatch
at any time during the preceding minute of their stage start time.
Tel: 0417 446 940 or Email coral@idx.com.au

Racing Suits

FIA approved harnesses

TerraTrip Rally Computers

Fire Systems

Racing Seats

Workshop Services
x Race car preparation

x

Sump guards

x Roll cage construction

x

Mud flaps

x Mig and Tig Welding

x

Suspension modifications

x Sheet metal fabrication

x

Custom seat mounts

54 HIGH STREET KIPPA-RING 4021
PHONE: (07) 32841546
FAX: (07) 32481878
Email: info@kcf-rallysport.com.au
Website: www.kcf-rallysport.com.au

ERG PRO-X OPEN FACE HELMET

ERG PRO RACE HELEMT

ERG SUPER CAR HARNESS

SA2005 APPROVED

SA2005 APPROVED

FIA APPROVED

$399

$450

$275

ERG PRO-FIA RACE SUIT

ERG PRO-TEK RACE SUIT

ERG RACE PRO 2 BOOTS

FIA APPROVED

FIA APPROVED

FIA APPROVED

$629

$899

$179

197 TOOMBUL ROAD NORTHGATE QLD 4013
PHONE (07) 36304377 www.sales@extrememotorsports.com.au

Philcomm Rally Jimna Presentation Night

Wanted
1 or 2 sev marchal 909 driving lights. Will consider a pair of 902 lights as well. Condition must be very
good. Phone 3389 3240 after Hours Kerry.

For Sale
2003 Subaru Impreza RS Rally Car,
Built for RS Challenge Series.
Car is ready to race & comes with
spares.
Contact Darren Kurzok
Mob: 0411 470 929
Email: darren@kurzok.com.au

Ber on track
At the recent V8 Supercar Townsville 400 race, husband and
wife team Brad and Berenice Stratton crewed the Audi A6
Safety car

COLD COMFORT AT JIMNA
The third round of the City Subaru Queensland Rally Championship took competitors to the picturesque, and very
chilly, Jimna forest for the Philcomm Rally Jimna.
It was an historic occasion, being the first ever pacenoted QRC round - apart from events piggybacked on the
ARC.
Championship leader Matt van Tuinen, with Tasmanian Daniel Willson co-driving took a 30-second victory in their
Subaru WRX from a hard-charging Kent Lawrence piloting a Mitsubishi Evo 6 with Stephen Andrews calling the
corners.
The third place crew of Mike and Matt Bailey finished more than 4 minutes behind the leader in their Evo 4, with
the V8 Falcon of Ian Menzies/Bob McGowan a solid 4th and 4WD new boy Mark Neary/Lynnford Stephenson
rounding out the top 5.
Cold but clear conditions greeted crews, a happy change after several events have been rain-affected over the past
12 months: including this event which was originally scheduled to run in April.
The delay allowed the BSCC organising team to reshuffle the event program - which meant QRC competitors ran
two stages (still named SS8 and SS9) on Saturday afternoon, with the remaining 7 stages held early on Sunday.
Van Tuinen was out of the blocks quickly, taking a 9 second lead on the first stage from Lawrence. On the next, van
Tuinen recorded a blistering time to take more than 30 seconds off the field and end the Saturday stages with a
comfortable lead.
With an early start on Sunday meaning some light fog on the stages, crews' pacenoting abilities were put to the
test. Van Tuinen extended his lead on the first Sunday stage before Lawrence stopped the rot, winning the next
two.
Meanwhile, the Bailey boys were consolidating a lonely 3rd, and a fierce battle was raging for 4th between Menzies/McGowan (Falcon), Neary/Stephenson (WRX), Linning/Morrison (WRX) and Erwin/Parkinson (Evo 1). Eventually the big Falcon would lope ahead of the pack.
Despite Lawrence winning 4 of the last 5 stages van Tuinen was never threatened, with the final margin being half a
minute to the Evo driver.
In other classes, the ever-reliable Allan Clunes and Gavin Wieland secured P6 in their 323. P4 went to Ian Menzies/Bob McGowan, P3 to Andrew and Donna Rask's Stanza, and P2 to the giant-killing Honda Civic of Craig and
Linda Newell.
In the Clubman section of the event, Jamie McFarlane's beautifully presented Commodore took a narrow 9-second
victory from the Datsun 1600 of Chris Wedding, with Allan Clunes rounding out the podium.
The series now moves on to the Cooloola Classic, held in the Gympie area on 31 October. With a return to blind
rallying, it remains to be seen whether Matt van Tuinen can hold the same advantage over a fast-improving Kent
Lawrence and secure his first Queensland title.

Brisbane Sporting Car
Club Members Discover
The Subaru Experience..

CITY SUBARU
Queensland’s Largest and
Most Awarded Subaru Dealer!

No Deposit! Fixed Rate! SUBARU Finance Available

CITY SUBARU
Sales..Ph:3000 7777
Service.........Ph:3000 7799
Cnr. Breakfast Creek Rd. & Evelyn St.
Newstead • www.subarucity.com.au
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don Becker as my deputy who kept me focused. It would be remiss of me not to mention Dick Owen and
his team for once again doing a fine job, as did the team of scrutineers led by Sam Krieger, the event secretary Brad Smith and his wife Kathy, Margaret Mackay and her team of scorers and Team Riff Raff. Finally
I’d like to thank Kathy and my family for allowing me the time to commit to making the event a success.
It was great to see such a low attrition rate with only a few suffering terminal problems with their vehicles and only one due to accident damage. For such a technical event, this to me shows the standard of
competition and driving ability was very high. As a Clerk of Course, I like to choose roads that are generally tight and twisty so that the winners do so more because of their clean driving styles than because of
their superior horsepower. And the forests of Jimna provide me with exactly the style of road that I like
to provide.
As I mentioned to some of the crews on the day, this event was somewhat unique in that, other than
Rally Qld, it was the first pacenoted QRC event. When Fred and I initially discussed his sponsorship of
the event for this year, he requested that I consider organising a pacenoted event. So I set about organising it, and came up with an event structure in April that had recce on Saturday and competition on Sunday. A few people suggested that I re-structure the event to include some competition on Saturday and
an earlier finish on Sunday, and so we ended up with the event that was held on the weekend.
Organising an event such as this has introduced a number of problems for organisers, crews and officials
alike. As is usually the case, in hindsight there are things that perhaps could be done better. So I’m not
asking for a public forum here and now but I’d like you to all think about how we can do things better
next time around if we are to improve and continue to grow the sport and email me with your thoughts
over the coming days or weeks.
Every event has its light hearted moments and I thought I’d share some of them with you. Firstly, car rallies are not regarded in the best light by the greenies and conservationists. But I can assure you that I am
truly a tree hugger. Friday during stage setup I reckon I must have hugged at least a dozen trees whilst
putting up bunting. I heard on Sunday that 00 was slowed down at the four farm gates in Upper Mongolia
through the judicious application of cable ties. Yet apparently Nashy and John Keen had the last laugh.
And finally - whilst owing to the seriousness of the matter and the closeness of the call it was deemed to
be inappropriate – we were going over the day’s events on Saturday night and it was suggested that the
tree right next to the regroup out board be bunted and triple cautioned – which led to the call that all
trees in parc ferme be triple cautioned.
I’m looking forward to some more photos and some in-car footage on the club forum if anyone took
some.
I hope that you enjoyed yourselves enough to consider competing at Philcomm Rally Jimna 2010. I also
hope you enjoyed yourselves enough to consider getting a few of your fellow competitors to come along
and compete at next year’s event.
Thank you,
Greg Bryant
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